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Theme 1

A message from key School bodies
From the Principal
Tara is a school with a significant heritage. We are
part of a very big story where generations of people
have guided and led the learning and development of
Tara young women. We know our school is grounded
in Christian faith with values that have stood the
test of time, and are drawn from our Christian faith.
These values of: Affirmation, Service, Opportunity
and Integrity, serve us well while we are learning and
growing and then serve us well beyond our time at
Tara and inform how we should live. There is a certain
amount of comfort in this background which then feeds
into the rhythm of each year. It provides certainty.

The real learning and understanding of our capabilities
come from working through the tougher times, seeing
the beauty in each day, and gratitude for the kindness
and thoughtfulness of other people, the realisation
that we are so much more capable than we could ever
have thought.
In 2021, despite the lockdown difficulties, we have
completed the first year of the new Strategic Plan and
have moved forward in our expressed purpose and
vision of Tara as a Leader of Learning, Christian Identity,
the Tara Experience, Community Engagement and
Resourcing our Future. The commitment of the staff in
all the variety of roles, the work of the School Council,
support of families and the willingness of girls to adapt
to new learning environments and opportunities have
allowed us to not only continue to provide well for the
students, but also to thrive as a school. A great deal
has been achieved.

2021 has been the second year we have lived through
a period of great uncertainty. I am sure we will all
remember this time in our lives. We have all felt the
impact of disruption, the fear of illness and even the
fear of vaccination and many of us know people who
have suffered with the loss of businesses, illness and
the difficulties of being in lockdown and not being
able to see family and friends or go beyond our own
homes at times.

Despite the complexities of the year, the HSC students
achieved among the best results the School has seen.
The results are summarised in this report and reflect
the hard work, dedication and commitment to the
learning of each girl by everyone involved. We give
thanks to God for each of them and who they have
become as they take the next steps in the world
beyond Tara.

I wonder when we look back on this time whether it
will be with a remembrance of hardship or as a time
when we can be proud of how we lived through it, what
we have learned and in fact gratitude for all we have
achieved. I have come to believe that when things are
easy, while very pleasant, we don’t really learn much.

Student Representative Council
1-12 Evening
A highlight for the Leadership Team in 2021 was the
1-12 Evening with the theme Tara’s Greatest Show.
This evening unites the students from Junior and
Senior School.

The 2021 Student Representative Council (SRC)
comprises one student from every Mentor Group from
Year 7 to Year 11 in the Senior School. The SRC from
Years 7-11 is aligned with two Prefects from the Year
12 Leadership Team effectively providing every year
group with a role model from the Senior leaders.

Christmas Markets
After a year that was different to any other due to the
long lockdowns in Sydney and the extended online
learning, the pinnacle of the year was the Christmas
Markets. All students were encouraged to sell products
to the Tara Community with all money raised being
donated to World Vision. Over $4,000 was raised in
2021 and we are grateful to the students and parents
who gave so generously at this event.

Year 12 Leadership Team goals are implemented
through the activities of the SRC and through
individual leadership portfolios. The initiatives that
were implemented in 2021 included:
Together Thursdays
Introduced to connect students in the Senior School
across all grades on a regular basis. Held every
fortnight during lunch time were much loved events
such as the celebration of International Womens Day,
RUOK Day, Tara’s Biggest Morning Tea, Harmony Day,
Help India Breathe and Be Kind Day.

Student voice is very important in the lives of Tara
women and they are encouraged to make the most of
every opportunity they have available to them and to
serve their School both locally, nationally and globally.
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Theme 2

Contextual information about the School and characteristics of the student body
About the School
Tara Anglican School for Girls is a specialist in girls’ education. Tara is an independent, Anglican day and
boarding school for girls located on 12 hectares of beautiful grounds in North Parramatta.
Established in 1897, Tara has a rich heritage of more than 124 years, an active School community, and a bright
and exciting future. Under the Principal, Mrs Susan Middlebrook, our purpose is to be a Christian learning
community, characterised by excellence, which encourages and empowers girls to achieve and serve in a
dynamic world.
Tara is an inspirational learning environment for students from Pre Kindergarten to Year 12 for both day girls and
boarders. Tara has a strong and proud tradition as a non selective school for girls which nurtures its students
academically, as well as providing wonderful opportunities in the cocurricular arenas of the performing and
creative arts, sports and the service of others. It is a School filled with energy and vitality and the students enjoy
impressive facilities and excellent teaching by passionate and dedicated staff.
The Strategic Plan 2021-2025 provides the impetus and direction for the development of the School. Our aim
is to build a future that optimises each girl’s ability to learn and develop as a strong, resilient young woman who
leaves Tara well prepared to embrace life’s adventures.

Characteristics of the Student Body
In 2021 there were a total of 787 students of whom 288 were in the Junior School and 499 were in the Senior
School. Less than 1% of students are Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islanders.
The School has a diverse community with students representing 30 different language backgrounds. The number
of overseas student enrolments for 2021 was 23 and the number of boarders at Tara’s Eggleton House was 38.
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Theme 3

Student outcomes in standardised national literacy and numeracy testing
Year 3 and Year 5 NAPLAN 2021

YEAR 3
READING %

WRITING %

SPELLING %

GRAMMAR &
PUNCTUATION
%

NUMERACY %

BAND

Tara

State

Tara

State

Tara

State

Tara

State

Tara

State

1

0.0

2.6

0.0

1.9

3.0

4.6

0.0

4.4

0.0

2.7

2

0.0

7.8

0.0

4.3

0.0

6.5

0.0

6.4

0.0

9.8

3

6.1

12.8

0.0

9.0

3.0

13.0

6.1

10.4

6.1

18.5

4

9.1

19.1

6.1

23.0

3.0

20.2

3.0

19.4

15.2

27.4

5

12.1

21.9

30.3

37.0

24.2

23.3

15.2

24.2

36.4

22.1

6

27.3

21.5

48.5

20.2

24.2

23.1

33.3

22.2

24.2

13.6

7

36.4

8.3

12.1

3.9

36.4

7.2

18.2

6.5

6.1

4.0

8

6.1

4.0

3.0

0.6

6.1

1.6

15.2

5.1

9.1

1.3

9

3.0

1.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

6.1

1.0

0.0

0.1

10

0.0

0.7

0.0

0.0

3.0

0.5

3.0

0.1

YEAR 5
READING %

WRITING %

SPELLING %

BAND

Tara

State

Tara

State

1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.5

2

0.0

0.2

0.0

1.2

0.0

3

0.0

3.3

0.0

3.2

4

0.0

7.5

4.7

5

9.3

18.3

6

25.6

7

Tara

NUMERACY %

Tara

State

Tara

State

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.8

0.0

0.1

0.0

3.8

0.0

4.5

0.0

3.1

9.7

0.0

8.2

0.0

9.2

2.3

10.0

14.0

26.9

4.7

17.2

4.7

19.7

16.3

23.7

27.2

25.6

32.5

9.3

24.4

16.3

27.1

32.6

29.0

37.2

24.7

34.9

17.0

53.5

27.5

44.2

20.6

20.9

20.9

8

16.3

5.4

14.0

7.5

23.3

15.1

25.6

12.9

18.6

10.2

9

7.0

2.7

7.0

1.1

9.3

2.7

2.3

3.4

4.7

2.4

10

4.7

0.2

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.1

7.0

1.7

4.7

0.5

5

State

GRAMMAR &
PUNCTUATION
%
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Theme 3

Student outcomes in standardised national literacy and numeracy testing
Year 3 and Year 5 NAPLAN Commentary
This year’s NAPLAN results in Years 3 and 5 were very encouraging. Tara Girls have achieved excellent results,
especially when compared against statistically similar schools and the State. During two years of disruption,
it is affirming to see that rigorous academic programs and excellent teaching have resulted in strong learning
outcomes.
The results in the tables below show the percentage of Tara students in a particular band compared with the
overall number of students in each band across the state.
When reading the table, we can see across both the Year 3 and Year 5 cohorts that Tara students have achieved
significantly more students in the higher bands in comparison to the State and, conversely, there are significantly
less Tara students achieving results in the lower bands.
We have already begun the process of analysing overall trends, specific items of content and individual student
results to best inform ongoing teaching plans. Whilst we acknowledge that NAPLAN only tests a discrete
amount of knowledge and skills at one particular moment in time, the results nonetheless are something of
which the students, parents and teachers can be proud.

Year 7 and Year 9 NAPLAN 2021

YEAR 7
READING %

WRITING %

SPELLING %

GRAMMAR &
PUNCTUATION
%

NUMERACY %

BAND

Tara

State

Tara

State

Tara

State

Tara

State

Tara

State

1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.0

0.3

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.1

3

0.0

0.6

0.0

1.6

0.0

1.0

0.0

1.9

0.0

0.5

4

0.0

4.6

1.1

4.3

0.0

3.8

1.1

6.1

0.0

4.5

5

1.1

11.7

2.3

14.5

0.0

8.8

2.3

12.0

1.2

10.8

6

16.1

24.5

12.6

27.4

6.9

18.3

12.6

25.9

5.8

20.8

7

20.7

26.9

24.1

24.9

28.7

31.8

20.7

21.7

26.7

25.9

8

29.9

20.6

42.5

19.2

28.7

23.3

28.7

17.5

26.7

19.4

9

21.8

9.6

12.6

5.0

32.2

11.6

13.8

10.7

23.3

14.2

10

10.3

1.5

4.6

1.7

3.4

1.2

20.7

3.6

16.3

3.7

6
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Theme 3

Student outcomes in standardised national literacy and numeracy testing

YEAR 9
READING %

WRITING %

SPELLING %

GRAMMAR &
PUNCTUATION
%

NUMERACY %

BAND

Tara

State

Tara

State

Tara

State

Tara

State

Tara

State

1

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

3

0.0

0.3

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.6

0.0

0.6

0.0

0.0

4

1.3

1.5

1.3

2.4

1.3

1.1

0.0

1.9

0.0

0.1

5

1.3

7.1

2.6

8.6

0.0

5.5

1.3

7.5

0.0

2.9

6

3.8

14.8

5.1

19.7

6.4

13.4

6.4

14.9

3.8

13.6

7

11.5

24.9

19.2

24.8

6.4

23.4

17.9

24.1

10.3

28.2

8

29.5

26.4

32.1

26.5

28.2

30.6

24.4

27.0

37.2

28.7

9

28.2

17.5

19.2

10.3

39.1

18.9

25.6

14.7

21.8

15.4

10

24.4

7.5

20.5

5.0

17.9

6.5

24.4

9.0

26.9

11.0

Year 7 and Year 9 NAPLAN Commentary
The NAPLAN data for students in Years 7 and 9 remain strong as evidenced in the data. In 2022, all Years 7 and
9 testing was conducted online.
Overall, the Year 7 and Year 9 Tara results compare extremely well to statistically similar schools (SSSG) and the
state. The results in each domain show that a large portion of each cohort achieved in the highest bands, 9 and
10.
The average result for the 2021 Year 7 cohort far exceeds the state and SSSG average scores and is in line with
Year 7 cohorts over the past four years (acknowledging that the 2020 NAPLAN testing was cancelled due to
COVID-19).
The average result for the 2021 Year 9 cohort far exceeds the state and SSSG average scores, though is below
the average of the Year 9 cohort in 2019.

7
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Theme 4

Senior secondary outcomes (student achievement)
Record of School Achievement (RoSA)
The formal Record of School Achievement credential was awarded by NESA to four students. One in Year 10,
two in Year 11, and one in Year 12.

Higher School Certificate (HSC)

SUBJECT

% OF TARA
% OF STATE
% OF TARA
% OF STATE
% OF TARA
% OF STATE
CANDIDATES CANDIDATES CANDIDATES CANDIDATES CANDIDATES CANDIDATES
IN BANDS
IN BANDS
IN BANDS
IN BANDS
IN BANDS
IN BANDS
5 & 6 IN 2021 5 & 6 IN 2021 5 & 6 IN 2020 5 & 6 IN 2020 5 & 6 IN 2019 5 & 6 IN 2019

Biology

57

31

70

30

77

31

Business Studies

67

36

77

35

79

32

Chemistry

26

40

56

43

76

46

Design and Technology

70

54

100

47

60

47

Drama

88

45

75

47

100

43

Economics

57

50

92

51

20

52

English Extension 1

94

93

100

92

100

94

English Extension 2

100

84

100

82

66

79

English Advanced

78

69

86

63

76

62

English Standard

22

17

0

10.96

n/a

79

English EALD

63

23

75

26

100

23

Food Technology

75

36

70

29

81

33

French Continuers

66

63

50

64

50

64

History - Ancient

100

34

75

33

69

35

History - Extension

100

77

100

76

81

77

History - Modern

86

36

65

37

81

40

Hospitality (VET)

81

21

77

20

95

28

Industrial Technology:
Multimedia Technologies

33

25

100

24

100

21

Japanese Continuers

67

58

100

66

n/a

n/a

Japanese Extension

100

92

100

89

n/a

n/a

Legal Studies

71

42

87

39

55

41

Mathematics Advanced

53

50

64

52

44

49

Mathematics Extension 1

94

93

81

74

87

80

Mathematics Extension 2

100

86

100

84

100

85

Mathematics Standard 2

47

24

61

25

52

24

Music 1

100

64

100

64

100

66

Music 2

100

88

100

88

100

90

Music Extension

100

95

100

97

100

66

PDHPE

75

31

86

34

100

31

Physics

67

40

45

43

100

37

Science Extension

50

72

50

72

100

69

Software Design and
Development

67

40

50

37

100

44

Studies of Religion

100

42

99

44

86

46

Visual Arts

88

63

100

67

100

62
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Theme 4

Senior secondary outcomes (student achievement)
Higher School Certificate (HSC) 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top ATAR over 99 achieved by two students
Five students on the All Rounders Honours List with 90+ in their ten best units
Two placements on the Top Achievers List - 2nd in the Hospitality Examination, 4th in Chinese and Literature
151 Band 6 results from 81 candidates
Ten courses with 100% of students achieving at Bands 5 or 6 level
22% of students achieved an ATAR over 95
43% of students achieved an ATAR over 90
69% of students achieved an ATAR over 80
52 students on the HSC Distinguished Achievers List
One student nominated for ARTEXPRESS
Two students nominated for ENCORE
One student nominated for ONSTAGE

In 2021, 81 students sat for the NSW Higher School Certificate in 38 courses. Students performed above the
state average in 35 out of 38 courses. In eight courses, 100% of Tara students performed in the Bands 5 or 6
range. Overall, students performed significantly higher than the State average of Bands 5 and 6 results in 35
of 38 courses. In all 1 Unit and Extension Courses (excluding Science extension) between 90% to 100% of the
students performed at a band 5 or 6 level. 0% of Tara’s 2021 Year 12 Cohort attempted Lifeskills courses or
non-academic pathways.
Overall, student achievement was well above the state level, and this has been a consistent trend with Tara
HSC students. In 90% of courses offered, Tara students outperformed the State average, with some subjects
performing at 200-300% over the state average.

Vocational or Trade Training
•
•

16 students achieved the VET qualification in Hospitality: Food and Beverage which represents 20% of the
year group
81 students completed the HSC Certificate representing 100% of the year group

9
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Teacher professional learning, accreditation and qualifications
Senior School Professional Learning
Number of
Teachers involved
in Professional
Development

Nature of
Professional Development:
Providers

•
•
•

61

•

•

In house seminars and workshops led
by Tara staff
Tara online learning and professional
sharing through Canvas
Online seminars, workshops, and
conferences run by external providers
such as NESA, AIS, and professional
associations
Offsite seminars, workshops, and
conferences run by external providers
such as NESA, AIS, and professional
associations. Though these were
limited in number due to COVID-19
restrictions
Online workshops run by the
International Baccalaureate
Organisation

Nature of
Professional Development:
Topics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ICT and online learning
Differentiation and support of
students with diverse learning needs
HSC Subject specific
IB MYP specific
Educational Leadership
Girls’ Education
Resuscitation and First Aid
Wellbeing and Mental Health
School Governance and
Administration

Junior School Professional Learning
Tara Junior School facilitated professional learning through a variety of formats – weekly administration meetings,
inhouse biweekly professional learning sessions, participation in IPSHA specialty groups and conferences, AIS
workshops, PETAA workshops, IT training, whole School participation in an AIS wellbeing project, and personal
reading and inquiry. Much of our intended PD focus was postponed due to a protracted period of lockdown
and at its conclusion, ongoing restrictions relating to gathering in groups. For this reason our instructional
coaching program was postponed.
Nature of Professional Development

Number of Staff Participating

In house seminars and workshops led by Tara staff
• Revisiting of pedagogy first engage with upon implementation
of the IB PYP in 2015
• Creatively engaging students in the process of developing
the IB Learner Profile in students over time
• Learning Spaces
• Essential elements of engaging spaces
• Essential elements of pedagogy within those spaces
• Essential elements of Inquiry
• ‘Essential Assessment’ mathematics tracking
• Literacy – linking reading and writing with mentor texts

10
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Theme 5

Teacher professional learning, accreditation and qualifications
Junior School Professional Learning
Nature of Professional Development

Number of Staff Participating

AIS workshops:
• Whole School social and emotional learning
• A Practical Approach to Social and Emotional Learning
• Circles as a Pedagogy for Student Wellbeing
• Supporting Students with WM Difficulties
• Supporting EAL/D Learners in the K-6 Classroom
• Teaching Mathematics Through Inquiry K-6

2
3
1
1
1
2

MANSW
• Different by Design

1

PETAA workshops:
• Play-based language and literacy learning
• Leading With Literacy Conference: Powerful Practices for All
Learners

1
4

IPSHA job-alike groups:
• Gifted and Talented, Innovative Learning and ICT, Student
Wellbeing, Personal Assistants, Art, Early Childhood, Language
Teachers, Music, Learning Support, Music, PDHPE, Teacher
Librarians, K-2

22

Australian Christian Schools Library Conference:
• Libraries supporting the work of the School, Trends in children’s
literature, Author speakers

2

Other:
• Debating for Beginners
• Writing Success in the Early Primary Years

1
2

Teacher Accreditation
One teacher was accredited at Proficient Teacher Level and two teachers were accredited at Experienced
Teacher Level in 2021. Three teachers are also currently undergoing the process to be accredited at Proficient
Teacher Level and five teachers are currently undergoing the process to be accredited at Experienced Teacher
Level.
Level of Accreditation
Conditional
Provisional
Proficient Band 2
Experienced Band 3
TOTAL

Number of Teachers
2
2
27
58
89

11
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Theme 5

Teacher professional learning, accreditation and qualifications
Teacher Qualification
Category
i.

Number of Teachers

Teachers having teacher education qualifications from a higher education
institution within Australia or as recognised within the National Office of
Overseas Skills Recognition (AEI-NOOSR) guidelines, or

87

ii. Teachers having a Bachelor’s Degree from a higher education institution
within Australia or one recognised within the AEI-NOOSR guidelines but lack
formal teacher education qualifications

0

Theme 6

Workforce composition
School Staff
• Staffing composition for 2021
remains unchanged from 2020
with 54% permanent employees
and 46% casual employees
• Of the 309 staff, 77% are female
and 23% are male
• Indigenous staff - 1

12
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Theme 7

Student attendance, retention rates and post-school destinations in secondary
schools
YEAR LEVEL
ELC
KINDERGARTEN
YEAR 1
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
YEAR 4
YEAR 5
YEAR 6
YEAR 7
YEAR 8
YEAR 9
YEAR 10
YEAR 11
YEAR 12

ATTENDANCE

94.9%
96.6%
96.7%
96.5%
96.9%
96.2%
97.4%
98.4%
97.5%
97.3%
96.3%
94.4%
96.3%
96.1%

Student Attendance
• Junior School Student Attendance Rate for 2021 was 97%
• Senior School Student Attendance Rate for 2021 was 96%

Retention Rates
• 95% of Year 10 students were retained through to Year 12 in
2021

Management of Non-Attendance
• Contact is made to parents each morning by automated SMS if
a student is absent from School without notification
• Letters are sent to parents requesting reasons for student
absences in writing (email response is accepted), if these have
not been received within a reasonable time of the absence
• For planned absences of three days or more in succession,
parents make formal notification to the Head of Junior School
or Head of Senior School
• Extensive absences or absences of concern are followed up by
the Year Coordinator or Class Teacher
• Awards are presented to students with full attendance in Senior
School

Early Tertiary Offers 2021
In 2021 at least 91% of Year 12 received at least one early entry offer to a university or college to commence
study in Semester 1, 2022. Most of these offers were received prior to the HSC Examinations. This is a significant
increase from 82% in 2020.
At least 335 early offers (up from 173 in 2020) including 29 School Recommendation Scheme offers, were
shared by at least 74/81 girls.
Many students received multiple offers:
2 students received 16 offers; 2 students received 15 offers; 1 student received 13 offers; 2 students received
12 offers; 21 students received 5 -11 offers and 44 students received 1-4 offers.
The greatest number of early offers to students (49) were made by Macquarie University under the Leaders and
Achievers Scheme and the Schools Recommendation Scheme.
Other universities and private colleges which made a significant number of early offers to students included
Australian Catholic University (32), Australian National University (14), BOND University (19), International
College of Management Sydney (6), Notre Dame University Sydney (15), Torrens University (34), University of
New England (33), University of Wollongong (29), University of Technology (35) and Western Sydney University
(42). Offers were also made by La Trobe University, CSU, AMPA, University of Western Australia, University of
Tasmania, University of Otago New Zealand, AIM, ACPE and Whitehouse Institute of Design.
The criteria for these early entry schemes varied greatly including: multiple examples of leadership; ongoing
and regular service/volunteering in school or in the community, where students positively impacted the lives of
others; strong academic results in Year 11 and Year 12; demonstrated soft skills including team work, problem
solving, organisation, time management and IT skills; part time employment; involvement in a range of
cocurricular activities; individual interviews; submission of a personal statement and school recommendation.
13
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Theme 7

Student attendance, retention rates and post-school destinations in secondary
schools
Total Offers to Students by University (UAC and via Early Offer)
Total approximate number of offers to students wishing to commence Semester 1, 2022 were made by:
Macquarie (75), WSU (62), UTS (49), ACU (40), UNE (34), Torrens University (34), UOW (32), Sydney (29), UNSW
(27), Bond University (19), UND (19), ICMS (8), CSU (3), La Trobe (3), UNCLE (2), UTAS (2), UWA (2), ACPE (1),
AIM (1), University of Otago NZ (1), Whitehouse Institute of Design (1).

Offers to Students by UAC Offer Round
Most offers 53, were made to students in UAC January Round 2 followed by 28 offers in October, November
and December 1 Rounds and 22 offers in February Round 1.
Most offers (17) were made to international students in Round 9 with 2 offers in Round 7 and 1 offer in Round 5.

Offers to Students by Faculty
Faculties in order of offers were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business
Arts/Communication/Media
Science
Law/Security Studies
Architecture and Design
Social Science/Psychology/Criminology
Medicine/Nursing
Education
Allied Health/Physiotherapy/Paramedicine
Engineering
Performing Arts
Sport Science/Management
Tertiary Preparation Programs

The destinations of a few students are unknown. These students may have received offers to study at other
educational institutions in Australia or overseas. Students may have elected to take up employment.
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Theme 8
Enrolment policies

Enrolment Policy
Our purpose is to be a Christian learning community, characterised by excellence, which encourages and
empowers girls to achieve and serve in a dynamic world.
This policy gives guidance to those within the School community and to those who would join it concerning
enrolment criteria and procedures. While the policy is as comprehensive as possible, there will inevitably be
some situations which are not specifically covered. In such instances, it is the Principal’s responsibility to decide
the appropriate course to take in the circumstances.

Relevant Legislation
•
•
•
•

Disability Discrimination Act
Sex Discrimination Act
Race Discrimination Act
Anti-Discrimination Act

These Acts make it unlawful to
discriminate against a person on
the grounds of their disability,
sex, or race by refusing to enrol
them at the School. The School
is committed to fulfilling its
obligations under the law in this
Enrolment Policy.

Enrolment Process

1. Parents enquire about
enrolment
2. Enrolments Office directs
parents to the School website
for all enrolment information
3. Parents submit an enrolment
application along with
the $220 non-refundable
application fee and a copy
their child’s birth certificate,
immunisation details, current
School reports (if applicable)
and any visa or citizenship
details (if applicable). If your
child was born outside of
Australia but is now a citizen,
a copy of the Citizenship
Certificate is also required
at this time. For temporary
or permanent residents of
Australia, please also attach
a photocopy of your child’s
passport and visa.
4. Students are placed on the
School wait list
5. The School undertakes preenrolment interviews, generally

this is approximately two years
prior to entry.
6. The School makes an offer with
any conditions of enrolment
issued.
7. Alternatively the Registrar will
contact the parents for further
consultation or assessments.
8. Parents accept or decline offer.

New Enquiries

Our Enrolments Office will
guide everyone enquiring about
enrolment details of the procedure
for enrolment at the School
including where to find on the
School website our:
a. Prospectus
b. Current School fees schedule

Wait Lists

The Enrolments Office is
responsible for the maintenance of
the wait list for entry to the School.
Entrance to the School is normally
in Pre-Kindergarten (Tara Early
Learning Centre), Kindergarten,
Year 5, Year 7 and Year 9. Entrance
at other year levels is limited
to vacancies which may occur
from time to time. Entrance
may be accommodated at any
time throughout the School year
depending on circumstances.
Names of students will be entered
on the appropriate wait list when
their parents complete:
a. the online application form;
and
15

b. pay a non refundable
application fee of $220; and
c. upload the requested
documents within the
Enrolment portal.
In addition, overseas students,
as part of their application,
are required to provide
documentation for all visas so the
School can determine whether
it can enrol the student on a
student visa, an eligible visa under
recurrent funds, a visa not covered
by recurrent funds or if a visa
which does not allow enrolment.
Overseas students need to
provide evidence of their English
language proficiency. This testing
needs to be completed by a
suitably qualified ELICOS provider
and meet the requirements of
the Department of Immigration
Migration Regulations. If the
English level is not at the level
specified for the visa, the School
suggests that the student
undertakes an intensive language
course before considering
enrolling at the School.
Failure to provide all required
information may result in the
School declining to enter the
student’s name on the appropriate
wait list or delaying such entry,
and may also result in the School
declining or delaying the student’s
enrolment.

Assessment

From time to time the School will
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undertake an assessment process
of a student should they require
further information. The School
may ask the parents to provide
more information about their child.
This may include any assessments
or reports required from nonSchool personnel and will be at
the parents’ expense.
In considering all prospective
enrolments, the School may ask
parents to authorise the Principal
or her delegate to contact:
a. the Principal of the student’s
previous School to confirm
information pertaining to the
student;
b. any medical or other personnel
considered significant
for providing information
pertaining to the needs of the
student.

Interview

Approximately 18 to 24 months
before the anticipated starting
date, the School will invite the
parents and the student on the
wait lists to attend an interview at
the School. The School will send
the parents a calendar request
and any may request update
reports and documentation if
the application was submitted a
number of years prior.
At the interview, among other
things, we will:
a. inform the parents of their
responsibility to the School
in relation to fees and the
expectation that the payment
method is understood;
b. will seek to establish that the
expectations and commitments
of the parents are consistent
with the vision, values, goals,
policies and resources of
the School. This expectation
includes full participation of
the student in the religious
education program of the
School.

Inappropriate Behaviours

Where information obtained by

the School suggests a profile of
wilful misconduct, illegal activities
or strong anti-social behaviours
that indicate that the student’s
enrolment at the School is
likely to be detrimental to other
students, the staff or the School,
notwithstanding that the student
be the sibling of a current student,
the Principal or their delegate may
decline to proceed any further
with the enrolment process.

Disability

student would require some such
measures or actions, the Principal
or their delegate will seek to
identify whether those measures
or actions required are reasonable
in that they balance the interests
of all parties affected. In assessing
whether a particular measure or
action for a particular student
is reasonable, the Principal will
have regard to all the relevant
circumstances and interests,
including:

Where information obtained
by the School indicates that
the student has a disability, the
Principal or their delegate will seek
to identify the exact nature of the
student’s needs and the strategies
required to address them.

a. the student’s disability;
i. the views of the student
or the student’s parents
about:
ii. whether the particular
measure or action is
reasonable;
c. the extent to which the
particular measure or action
would ensure that the student
was able to participate in the
School’s courses or programs
or to use the School’s facilities
or services on the same basis
as a student without the
disability;
d. the effect of the adjustment
on the student, including the
effect on the student’s:
i. ability to achieve learning
outcomes; and
ii. ability to participate in
courses or programs; and
iii. independence;
d. the effect of the particular
measure or action on anyone
else affected, including the
School, its staff and other
students;
e. the costs and benefits of
taking the particular measure
or action.

Having obtained this information,
the Principal or their delegate will
determine whether the student,
if enrolled, would require some
measures or actions to assist
the student to participate in the
School’s courses or programs or
to use the School’s facilities or
services that are not required by
students who do not have the
student’s disability. Where the
Principal determines that the

The School will take measures and
actions that are reasonable but
will not necessarily take measures
or actions that are unreasonable
or that would impose unjustifiable
hardship on the School. In
determining whether taking the
required measures or actions, even
though they are reasonable, would
impose unjustifiable hardship
on the School, the Principal will
take into account all relevant

Where a student has declared
diverse learning needs or other
information has come to light
indicating a possible need for
educational support services or
for some measures or actions to
assist the student to participate in
the School’s courses or programs
or to use the School’s facilities or
services, the School will make an
initial assessment of the student’s
needs.
This will include consultation
with the student or the student’s
parents. In addition, the Principal
or their delegate may:
a. require the parents to provide
medical, psychological or
other reports relevant to the
student’s education.
b. obtain an independent
assessment of the student.

16
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circumstances of the case,
including:
a. the nature of the benefit or
detriment likely to accrue or
be suffered by any persons
concerned (including other
students, staff, the School,
the student, the family of
the student, and the School
community); and
b. the effect of the disability of
the student; and
c. the School’s financial
circumstances and the
estimated amount of
expenditure required to be
made by the School; and
d. the availability of financial and
other assistance to the School.
Where the Principal determines
that the enrolment of the student
would require the School to take
unreasonable measures or actions
to ensure that the student is able
to participate in the School’s
courses or programs, or to use
the School’s facilities and services,
on the same basis as a student
without a disability, or would cause
unjustifiable hardship, the Principal
may decline the offer of a position
or defer the offer.

a. the date of lodgement of the
application to go on the wait
list
b. sisters of students already at
the School;
c. daughters or granddaughters
of Old Girls of the School;
d. boarders;
e. daughters of ministers of the
Anglican Church;
f. in Year 7, to students from the
Junior School; and
g. scholarship recipients.

a student at the completion of
Term 4, notice must be given in
writing no later than the last day
of Term 3]. If this notice is not
provided, a term’s fees plus GST
is payable in lieu of notice. This
amount is a genuine pre-estimate
by the School of the loss that it
would suffer if we do not provide
the required notice. This condition
also applies where a student is
required to withdraw for nonpayment of monies owing.

The School also considers:
evidence of a place at a similar
independent School elsewhere in
Australia if a family relocates from
interstate; a student’s willingness
and ability to contribute to the
wider life of the School; evidence
of good leadership and good
character.

Offers to Overseas Students

Offers to Australian Residents
and Visas with Study Rights

At the satisfactory conclusion
of the assessment process, the
School may make an offer to the
parents to enrol the student. To
accept the offer, the parents must
within seven days of receiving it,
return to the School:

The School reserves the right not
to offer any student a place at the
School or to defer the offer of a
place to any student in its absolute
discretion, but particularly when
the parents, having been aware of
their student’s specific educational
needs, decline to declare those
needs or to withhold relevant
information pertaining to their
student.

a. the initialled and signed
Enrolment Agreement
including any special
Conditions of Enrolment.
Please note these conditions
may be updated as required.
b. new Student Information Form
c. any special reports (if relevant);
and
d. the non-refundable enrolment
fee. The enrolment fee is
additional to tuition and other
fees and is non-refundable.

The School also reserves the right
to terminate an enrolment where
the parents have not declared or
have withheld known information
pertaining to their student’s needs.

Failure to reply within the required
time may result in the position
being re-offered where other
students are waiting for entry to
the School.

Enrolment Offers School’s
Considerations

Notice to Withdraw

School Reserves Rights

When considering making offers of
a place at the School, the School
gives preference to:

A full term’s notice in writing must
be received by the Principal before
any student is removed from the
School. [For example, to withdraw
17

Relevant Legislation: CRICOS,
National Standards and the ESOS
Act
If the School makes an offer of a
place as an overseas student the
offer is conditional upon:
a. the student being granted a
student visa; and
b. payment of the fees for
Overseas Students.
To accept the offer, the parents
must, within seven days of
receiving it, deliver to the School:
a. the initialled and signed
Confirmation of Enrolment
and any special Conditions of
Enrolment;
b. new Student Information Form;
c. Guardianship Agreement
Form;
d. the guardian declaration –
Working with Children Check;
e. a copy of the guardian’s NSW
Drivers Licence;
f. the confirmation of appropriate
accommodation/welfare
arrangements documentation
if the student is not a boarder;
and
g. payment of:
i. non-refundable enrolment
fee;
ii. tuition fees for first term;
iii. refundable bond – tuition;
iv. boarding fees for first term;
v. refundable bond –
boarding; and
vi. health cover.
Failure to reply within the required
time may result in the position
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being re-offered where other
students are waiting for entry to
the School.
The enrolment fee, refundable
bonds and health cover are in
addition to tuition and other fees.
After all required payments are
received, the School will complete
the confirmation of enrolment
and accommodation and welfare
documents (if under 18) and
will send the parents a copy of
these documents to apply for the
student’s visa. The parents must
immediately notify the School
when the student’s visa is issued.
If a visa is refused, then the
School’s refund policy will apply.
Parents must notify the School that
the visa has been refused in order
to receive a refund.
The School’s refund policy for
overseas students on study visas
is that refundable bonds, paid
in advance, are not applied to
School fees payable. This money is
refunded when the student leaves
the School, less any money owing.
If fees remain unpaid at the end
of a semester, the student will not
be eligible to return to the School
at the beginning of the next
semester.
Parents must notify the School
in writing if family circumstances
change and for all changes
of name, address, email and
telephone number.
At least one semester’s (two
terms’) notice of intended
withdrawal must be given in
writing to the Principal. In the
event that such notice is not
given, a full semester’s fees will be
payable. Similarly, one semester’s
notice must be given in writing to
the Principal if a student wishes
to change from boarding to day
student status (to live with parents
only). If the student has to leave
the School through illness or
misadventure, the School will
refund actual tuition and boarding
fees on a pro rata basis and will

return the refundable bond minus
student expenses.
Refunds will be paid within
four weeks of notification to
a nominated Australian bank
account or by cheque in Australian
dollars, following specific written
instructions from the parents of the
student.

Offers to Students on Temporary
Visas

To accept the offer, the parents
must, within seven days of
receiving it, deliver to the School:
a. the acceptance of the offer of a
place at the School document
which includes acceptance by
the parents of the then current
Conditions of Enrolment;
b. payment of:
i. non-refundable enrolment fee;
ii. tuition fees for first term;
iii. boarding fees for first term;
and
iv. health cover (if applicable).
Failure to reply within the required
time may result in the position
being re-offered where other
students are waiting for entry to
the School.
The enrolment fee and health
cover are in addition to tuition and
other fees.

Entry at the start of Early
Learning Centre and
Kindergarten

For those who are assessed as
being not yet ready for School,
the Principal or their delegate
may require an additional
assessment process to be
undertaken to determine whether
or not the student has specific
diverse learning needs. Unless
specific diverse learning needs
are identified, the Principal or
their delegate reserves the right
to defer the enrolment to the
following year.
In respect of any prospective
enrolment, the School reserves the
right to have members of its staff
visit or contact the student’s pre
School, early intervention centre or
(with the parents agreement) the
home, to more accurately assess
the learning needs of the student.

Holding of Class Places

Places at the School will not
be held for students who are
withdrawn from the School for
any longer than one School term
and require one term’s fees in
advance to hold the place, which
will be credited to your account
once the student recommences
at the School. Longer leave and
re-enrolment is at the absolute
discretion of the Principal.

Definitions

Throughout this policy, unless the
context requires otherwise:

For entry into the Early Learning
Centre (ELC) students must turn
four (4) years by 31 May in the
proposed year of entry.

parents includes guardians or any
other person who has applied to
have a student entered on the wait
list or enrolled at the School and,
where the student has only one
parent, means that parent.

For entry into Kindergarten
students must turn five (5) years by
31 May of the proposed year of in
the proposed year of entry.

Disability, in relation to a student,
means:

All students must undertake a
readiness for School assessment.
If parents have already indicated
specific learning needs, an
alternative and/or additional
assessment process may be
required.
18

a. total or partial loss of the
student’s bodily or mental
functions; or
b. total or partial loss of a part of
the body; or
c. the presence in the body of
organisms causing disease or
illness; or
d. the presence in the body of
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e.
f.

g.

h.
i.
j.
k.

l.

organisms capable of causing
disease or illness; or
the malfunction, malformation
or disfigurement of a part of
the student’s body; or
a disorder or malfunction
that results in the student
learning differently from a
student without the disorder or
malfunction; or
a disorder, illness or disease
that affects a student’s thought
processes, perception of
reality, emotions or judgement
or that results in disturbed
behaviour.
and includes a disability that:
presently exists; or
previously existed but no
longer exists; or
may exist in the future
(including because of a
genetic predisposition to that
disability); or
is imputed to a person.

To avoid doubt, a disability that
is otherwise covered by this
definition includes behaviour that
is a symptom or manifestation of
the disability.
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Theme 9
Other School policies

During 2021, changes were made to the policies for Wellbeing and Discipline as a result of Tara’s participation
in the AIS Compass initiative - a year long professional learning project centred around wellbeing. The policy
‘Pastoral Care and Discipline’ was separated into policies for Wellbeing and Student Conduct, and School
specific definition of wellbeing was collaboratively developed. Policies relating to wellbeing, anti bullying
and student conduct are published in a variety of places including the School website, the Student Planner,
Staff Handbook, online student platforms and parent orientation material. Assemblies, chapels and wellbeing
activities within the curriculum support these policies. The Wellbeing, Anti Bullying, Student Conduct policies
are designed to be read alongside the Grievance, Social Media, Staff Code of Conduct and Child Protection
policies. A link to the full text of these policies is below.
https://www.tara.nsw.edu.au/explore/governance-policies/

Wellbeing Policy
Definition:
Wellbeing is the balance of social, mental, physical and spiritual health within an individual and community. This
is characterised by having:
• a sense of belonging, purpose and connectedness
• the capacity to cope and adapt in the face of adversity, by drawing on protective factors which contribute
to resilience
• and a positive and hopeful approach to life and learning
Attention to student wellbeing is a central focus at Tara, reflecting the Christian faith and values that underpin
all aspects of School culture, as well as a wider social imperative to care for and develop the social capacities
essential for wellbeing. Developing the positive wellbeing of staff, students and parents at Tara leads to a
happier, safer and healthier environment where greater learning takes place. Treating each other, our School
and environment with care and consideration contributes to the wellbeing of all. Tara is committed to creating
an environment where students and staff can thrive.
Indicative of the School’s commitment to wellbeing, our involvement in Compass led us to commence a project
of curriculum mapping to align the explicit teaching of wellbeing strategies and approaches from E-12.
COVID-19 generated many challenges, including a protracted lockdown for one third of the academic year.
Even upon return to campus, regulations restricted student gathering and movement. During this time of
learning online, wellbeing focused on meeting a high standard of practice with each of the following areas:
• Establishing a sense of routine and academic purpose
• Creating joyful experiences
• Physical wellbeing
• Appreciation
• Service
• Effective communication and timely intervention

Student Conduct Policy
At Tara, the wellbeing of each individual in our School community is of the greatest importance. Treating each
other, our School and environment with care and consideration contributes to the wellbeing of all. Managing
their own behaviour is the responsibility of each student. Guiding students and thereby leading a happy,
productive learning environment is the responsibility of the subject teacher (Senior School) and classroom
teacher (Junior School).
By their nature and developmental levels, children need boundaries within which to grow and assimilate into
their environment. At Tara, it is recognised that the experience of children at School constitutes a major influence
on their lives and provides a broader cultural context in preparation for entering society in general. Where it is
necessary for student management to take the form of correction, this will be most effective if approached as
a context for learning rather than as an essentially punitive experience. Personal restoration, reconciliation and
a sense of moving forward from misdemeanours are the overriding goals when student management measures
are required.
20
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Theme 9
Other School policies

Anti Bullying Policy
At Tara, bullying or harassment is not acceptable in any form. Students have the right to expect that
they will be free from the fear of bullying, harassment, intimidation and victimisation during the School
day.
Policies related to anti-bullying are published in a variety of publications including the Student Planner,
Staff Handbook and Parent Orientation Material. Presentations in Assembly, Chapel, Pastoral Care
activities and within the curriculum (PDHPE) reinforce these policies.

Grievance Policy
ELC to Year 6:
Students who have a complaint or grievance should go to their class teacher and from there the Dean
of Junior School.
Years 7 to 12:
Students who have a complaint or grievance should go to Student Reception and ask to see their
relevant teacher or Head of Department, Dean of Learning or Mentor, Year Coordinator, Director of
Student Wellbeing, Head of Senior School or the Principal.
Parents:
Parents or support people for the student who have a complaint or grievance should go to the Mentor,
relevant teacher or Head of Department, Year Coordinator, Dean of Learning or Head of Senior School
and this will be managed appropriately.

Tara expressly prohibits corporal punishment and actively discourages others from using it. Tara does not sanction
the administering of corporal punishment by non School persons, including parents, to enforce discipline at the
School.
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Theme 10

School determined priority areas for improvement
Area

Priorities

Achievements

Wellbeing

•

Through participation in the
AIS Compass initiative, develop
wellbeing programs, and teacher
capacity and knowledge.

•

Many staff were able to participate
in professional learning. The School
commenced a curriculum mapping
project to scope and sequence the
learning and teaching of social and
emotional learning E-12.

High Performance/
High Potential
Students

•

Prioritise reaching Junior School
students whose performance or
potential is beyond the regular
curriculum.

•

A specialist Junior School staff
member appointed.
Programs audited and evaluated.
A new E-12 HP Policy developed.

Christian
Perspectives

•

Identify Christian perspectives and
•
resources across the Junior School
curriculum with special focus on units
of inquiry.

The commencement of a scope and
sequence to support the learning and
teaching of the relevance of Christian
worldview.

Leaders of Learning

•

Introduction of additional leadership •
roles to support staff and promote
student outcomes
•
Introduction of laptops for Junior
School
Linking staff PD to the data outcomes
of students.

Staff have been appointed to lead and
coordinate programs for students with
diverse learning needs.
Students in Years 4, 5 and 6 have
been provided with their own laptop
as a learning tool and students in ELC3 have 1:1 access to School based
laptops
Staff professional learning is being
informed by the tracking of data
outcomes for students

•
•

•
•

•

Tara Experience

•
•

Resourcing Our
Future

•
•
•

Review of student wellbeing
programs across the School
Review and evaluation of pedagogy
ELC-10 and an investigation of
learning for the most senior years

•

Building of the Aquatic and Fitness
Centre
Improving environmental
sustainability by taking steps to
reduce electricity
Provision of new and refurbished
learning spaces

•
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•

•
•
•

Research is underway to evaluate the
best approaches to learning for the
senior years
Program for connections between
alumni and current students to explore
career options is underway
Aquatic and fitness centre build is
underway for completion in 2022
Tracking of electricity use has led to a
decrease in power use since 2019
Development of environmentally
sustainable ways of living
The redesign and refurbishment
of learning spaces based on best
practical pedagogy is underway
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Theme 11

Initiatives promoting respect and responsibility
In alignment with the Tara vision and purpose as a Christian learning community, initiatives promoting respect
and responsibility are embedded across many facets of School life. There is a consistent focus on the Tara
values of Integrity, Opportunity, Affirmation and Service at all School events such as School assemblies and
chapel meetings. Additionally, curriculum, classroom and pastoral care activities also provide opportunities for
encouraging a sense of respect and responsibility towards others.
In 2021 the Pastoral Care Programs for both Years 7 and 8 encouraged students to participate in activities
focused on the nature of positive friendships and building respectful relationships. Presentations from an external
provider, Enlighten Education, further strengthened the learning in this area. Students in Years 9 and 10 were
focused on managing conflict and resolution, taking responsibility for personal decision making, and the value
of unity. The Year 9 Performing Arts Project and the Bronze Duke of Edinburgh expedition provided authentic
learning experiences for students at this level. In 2021, the issue of consent received particular attention in
Years 11 and 12 with guest speaker Brent Sanders providing valuable insight into this important topic.
Pastoral Care Programs across all year groups provided opportunities for Service Learning activities in each
year group which underlined a sense of personal responsibility for others. Throughout the extended COVID-19
lockdown, students in Year 8 sent letters of support to health care workers, police and emergency services.
Similarly, students in Years 11 and 12 wrote ongoing letters of encouragement to residents in nursing homes.
Year 10 students continued their ongoing relationship with the Parramatta Women’s shelter by raising funds,
sending care packages and providing essential items.

Theme 12

Parent, student and teacher satisfaction
The School conducted a satisfaction survey for students, parents and staff in 2021. The elements of the surveys
are used by many schools and allow us to benchmark the results against other schools across Australia.
Higher than benchmark on average
Students

7%

Parents

6%

Staff

10%

Aspects of highest satisfaction
School Environment
Teacher Quality
Learning Opportunities
Student Behavioural Values
Technology and Resources
Student Relations
School Environment
Technology and Resources
Leadership and Management
Learning Opportunities
Guidance and Support
Goal Congruence
School Environment
Technology and Resources
Morale
Leadership and Management
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Theme 13

Summary financial information
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Tara Anglican School for Girls
Masons Drive, North Parramatta NSW 2151
Tel. 02 9630 6655 www.tara.nsw.edu.au
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